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GENERAL INFORMATION (CONT'D)

H.    Fluctuating Loads

1. Customer taking service for the operation of welders, x-ray machines, electric
furnaces, hoists or any other equipment having a highly fluctuating or large
instantaneous load characteristic which adversely affects voltage regulation or impairs
the Utility's service to customer or others supplies from the same distribution system,
shall remedy the condition in a manner deemed adequate by the Utility, by either:

a. installing and maintaining at their own expense the corrective equipment
deemed necessary by the utility to remedy the condition, or

b. making a cash contribution of the actual reasonable cost of any standard
equipment installed by the Utility on its side of the point of delivery to effect
such correction.

2. Utility may discontinue service if the customer shall fail, upon notice from the
company, to comply with the foregoing requirements.

I.   Increased Loads

The customer shall give the Utility reasonable advance notice, generally not less than
120 days, in writing, of any proposed increase in service required, setting forth in such
notice the amount, character, and the expected duration of time the increased service will
be required.  If such increase in load necessitates added or enlarged facilities (other than
metering equipment) for the sole use of the customer, the Utility may require the customer
to make a reasonable contribution to the cost of adding or enlarging the facilities
whenever the customer is unable to give assurance, satisfactory to the Utility, that the
taking of the increased service shall be of sufficient duration to render the supply thereof
reasonably compensatory to the Utility.
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